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Abstract:
There is a great deal of enthusiasm for making large scale systems and use of PFLOPS size computing.
Systems on such scale are more powerful than most of today's HPC installations. After systems are
designed and purchased, and before they can be used at PFLOPS scale, they must be installed in a
facility, integrated with the existing infrastructure and environment, tested and then deployed for use.
Unless system testing and integration is done effectively, there are risks that large scale systems will
never reach their full potential. PFLOPS systems’ capabilities depend on advances in device technology,
architectural structures, and parallel algorithms. We will discuss the field of PFLOPS computing in terms of
the evolution of new architectures and readiness to deliver effective performance. There are a number of
difficult technical problems that need to be solved.
One of the challenges is conquering latency: coupled with the need to achieve one PFLOPS aggregate
sustained performance, this class of the system will require enormous system concurrency as 100000
processor cores need to be installed. Concurrency of this scale is not trivial and managing latency and
extreme concurrency drives much of the development that need to be done. Building systems of such
class requires specific questions to be answered:
• Can we produce a usable PFLOPS system using commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware
components?
• Is a hybrid hardware technology approach, such as GPGPUs, superior to a COTS-based design and
how effectively it can be used?
• How can the power consumption for such a system be reduced to acceptable levels and
implemented in existing data center?
• What hardware services are needed to manage latency and what kind of instrumentations are
necessary for fail-over scenario?
• What is the best design for data storage and I/O subsystem on such a class of structure?
On the applications level we will see even more challenges to fully utilize this scale of system. We see
opportunity and potential but can we find a lot of applications that are ready to exhibit hundreds of
thousands of concurrent threads today? Many others questions appear when we planning PFLOPS
system not all of them can be answered but at least are valuable to ask:
•
•
•

What is the best way to implement a choice of applications on proposed system designs?
What will be the memory and I/O requirements of future applications?
What exotic new applications might be enabled by PFLOPS systems

These types of questions need to be asked before we make decision and start implementation of a
PFLOPS system. Of course we can build PFLOPS system today but the challenge is to do it smart.
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